
“
”

Wow! Your team at e-ImageData really 
knows how to keep elevating your products 
and now with the new AUTO-Carrier and 
automating research of fi che and fi lm. 
This is why we own 10 of your ScanPros.
                                                 — Jessica, Brigham Young University

“ ”
The AUTO-
Carrier is 
ingenious! 
—  Duke University Library

Read. Scan. Print. Convert.

MEET THE CURRENT SCANPRO ALL-IN-ONE MODELS
Select the ScanPro model that has the features and solutions to meet 
your expectations.

The most popular replacement for old reader/printers. Not only is the 
ScanPro 2200 All-In-One™ the most budget-friendly scanner on the 
market, the 2200 All-In-One has all the necessary features needed to 
read, scan, print and convert your fi lm collections. If budget is a concern, 
the 2200 All-In-One is the affordable solution.

This top-of-the-line solution encompasses all of our exclusive features 
including the 26 megapixel camera* that provides the clearest images in 
the industry. If you’re looking for the most precise images available, the 
ScanPro 3000 All-In-One is for you. 

Got Blips? The ScanPro i9300 All-In-One is the best, and only, solution 
to handle your blipped fi lm collection. It features the same 26 megapixel 
camera* as the 3000 All-In-One which means it produces the clearest 
image on the market. And, it can handle your entire fi lm collection!

� Actual scanned image segments

Other microfi lm 
scanners�

ScanPro 3000�

Microfi lm Scanners

The microfi lm revolution is here. Whether you need a low-cost option 
or the top-of-the-line microfi lm scanner, we have the universal solution 
that’s just right for you. See the difference with our award-winning 
scanners that offer exclusive features and innovative technology only 
available through e-ImageData. Our ScanPro® product line has been 
specifi cally designed to meet not only your current application needs but 
your future needs as well — making it the only microfi lm scanner you will 
ever have to buy.

*  The 26 megapixel high performance camera uses advanced pixel-shifting technology 
to capture higher megapixel images. e-ImageData starts with its 6.6 megapixel image 
sensor, largest in the industry, to capture and integrate 4 unique optical images into a 
single 26 megapixel camera image, the clearest image in the industry.

“ ”
The ScanPro 3000 is a miracle 
product!            
— Cleveland Public Library “

”

I would recommend the 
AUTO-Carrier to any 
entity who has a need 
and a desire to get the 
best possible product 
on the market. 
—  Jana Wells, Imaging Supervisor, 

Warren County Records Center and 
Archives, Lebanon, Ohio





ScanPro i9300 All-In-One Specifications 
Hardware

26 megapixel camera: (6.6 MP image sensor x 4) with integrated pixel-shifting technology, largest pixels in the industry, over 7 times larger than the nearest 
competitor
Zoom range: Optical 7x to 105x
Scannable media reduction range: Optical 7x to 105x
Camera orientation: Portrait and landscape selectable providing best image clarity for both portrait and landscape images
USB 3.0/USB 2.0/USB 1.0: Convenient, front access port for flash drives
Image rotation: Optical straightening of images for best image clarity
Illumination: Soft, bright, film-optimized, monochromatic LEDs with lifetime warranty and optically clear carrier glass for best image clarity
Precision-Guide rollers: Low inertia 12 ball bearing design protects film, easy-to-thread, provides precision control of film position and movement

Available Carriers and Media
AUTO-Carrier™: Automatic scanning support for fiche, jackets, aperture cards, micro opaques, also enhances roll film performance
UCC 510: 16/35 combination motorized roll film with and without blips, fiche, jackets, aperture cards, and micro opaques
UCC 610: 16/35/35M Cartridge combination motorized roll film with and without blips, fiche, jackets, aperture cards, and micro opaques

Standard Software Features
User interface: Intuitive Windows computer interface with customizable film selection wizard. Just a single-click to automatically set up your scanner using 
custom presets that retain all settings including optical zoom and focus. Presets are selected by simply clicking a picture of the customer’s film.
Blip sensing: Supports one, two, and three level (highest accuracy in the industry), all common blip sizes and programable to accommodate custom blip sizes. 
Simplex and duplex film formats, automatic scanning and searching.
AUTO-Scan®: Automatically scans roll filmb, fichec and jacketsc

        Straighten and crop
        File formats: PDF, TIFF, JPEG and more
        Unlimited scans, up to 20 images per minute (IPM) roll filmb, fichec and jacketsc

FOCUS-Lock™: Continual image focus even during optical zoom
Fit-to-window: Displayed image covers the entire monitor screen leaving no blank area
Magnifier: Digital zoom 7x to 1575x, read small text and examine fine details. Scan and print what is seen in the magnifier window.
Digital image rotation: Click to rotate 90°, 180°, 270°, and 360°
Mirror: Click to mirror image
SPOT-Edit™: Live image editing, select any area (or multiple areas), adjust brightness, contrast, redact or whiteout for any selection with a single-click
AUTO-Adjust™: Automatically adjusts brightness, contrast, straightens, and crops with single click
Automatic straighten: Select fully automatic, or semi-automatic
Previous/Next: Click to quickly and accurately move 1 to 9 images
MergeClips™: Paste, annotate, arrange, and size multiple scans onto a single page
Software selectable resolution: 150 dpi to 2000 dpi, 8-bit grayscale, 1-bit black and white
Scan and save file formats: PDF, TIFF, JPEG and more, single and multi-page, single page OCR (OCR using ABBYY® FineReader Engine)
Specify scan dimensions: Explicitly specify the size of the printed or scanned document image
Watermark and copyright: Customizable warning support for scans and prints
Three single-click print button: Print seamlessly using preset printer and to specific printer paper drawer with the required paper size
Four single-click scan buttons: Scan and save seamlessly using preset file name, format, and path
Single-click scan to cloud button: Scan and save seamlessly to cloud using preset file name and format
Single-click scan to email button: Scan and save seamlessly to email securely using external or embedded email app

Features added by ScanPro Advantage Membership (First 6 months is free, $249/year thereafter)
AUTO-Scan® Pro: Automatically scans roll filmb, fichec and jacketsc

        Auto-brightness, straighten, crop, and duplex film
        File formats: PDF, TIFF, JPEG and more, single and multi-page, with and without OCR (OCR using ABBYY FineReader Engine)
        Unlimited scans, up to 100 IPM roll filmbc and fichec, and up to 70 IPM jacketsc

        Automatic file naming using blip address
AUTO-Scan QA: Interactive quality assurance tools for automatic scanning to guarantee you won’t miss an image
AUTO-Review: Mode used to perform a quality review of a newly processed roll of film by automatically moving from one image to the next and displaying each image 
for a customizable period of time
PowerScan Productivity Suite (PPS): WORD-Search™, INFO-Link™, Copy-to-Clipboard (OCR using ABBYY FineReader Engine)
Scan and save file formats: PDF, TIFF, JPEG and more, single and multi-page, single and multi-page OCR (OCR using ABBYY FineReader Engine)

ScanPro i9300 All-In-One Product Information
Desktop All-In-One Operating Footprint 7.5in x 16.5in x 16.5in / 19cm x 42cm x 42 cm (H x W x L)
Operating Systems Versions, 32 and 64 bit: Win 7 to Win 10; Editions: Enterprise, Professional, Home
Computer Interface USB 3.1 Gen 1 (also called USB 3.0)
Power and Weight 100-240VAC 50/60Hz, 32lb / 14.5kg
Film Path Straight film path (film not pulled across glass edges) and low inertia 12 ball bearing design protects film
Energy Efficiency ENERGY STAR® Certified
Product Safety OSHA workplace safety certified to US/CA standards
Warranty 3-year factory warranty (includes carriers)
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